
13100: "videos of public spaces shot most entirely while in san francisco first in 

the southern suburbs with a little excursion to the hills and a little bit of santa 

cruz but then exploring the actual city taking extensive with jacek walking from 

fort mason conference center back to our dormitory and even going to the more 

progressive parts like castro"

01139: "a nice summer month started first with a frustrating period in august's old 

apartment recoverining from the california trip and doing a lot of household stuff 

but then coming to my alpine shelter and there utilizing different tools to work on 

our vegetable garden but also to dismantle old wood deposits in front and in the 

back of the house while taking very nice walks and also getting a hat to protect me 

from the sun when visiting venice"

12099: "a month with news read sporadically while in italy and with very little 

internet access mostly reading news while in internet cafés and finding again 

mostly many casualties in the middle east and other islamic states now that also 

turkey joined the fight"

10068: "people met to begin with at the small conference organized by university 

for london students and also a dutch student met at the reception who worked 

shortly  as  a  babysitter  for  august  and  then  an  argentinian  couple  met  while 

introducing for the first time myrthe to my small sister giulia in madrid and also 

other people met there like an old man whose name i guessed while walking in a 

nice square"

08054: "fable written during a long period at the beginning of the summer after a 

rather frustrating ttraveling to the states and being a long period apart from 

myrthe feeling also some sexual frustration and experiencing all the homosexual 

scene of san francisco but also the ocean"

17056: "still in stockholm now also traveling more often to italy reconnecting 

with my parents and spending time in the countryside prunning apple trees and 

observing the clouds there beside also while with my kid picking him from school 

and taking some walks with him with the spring seeing many animals and humans 

seating or standing next to them as well as infants"

16081: "a warm summer in the italian alps during the village festivity but then 

also experiencing the colder weather of the higher mountains but also the too hot 

weather of venice which we walked across to visit the art biennial and then also 

experiencing heavy summer storms and some rain before going for a longer walk and 

sleep over a rifugio in the higher mountains finding both a lot of clouds to walk 

across and some morning sun before going back down to our mountain shelter and 

experiencing heat once again"

05080: "a great deal of walking exploring with myrthe much of the mountains 

around us going to both the scary summano ridges and the pasubio galleries to even



making it across in the trentino territory and circumnavigate the austrian and 

italian teeth on the way back but also taking a long walk across venice to check 

the biennale with my old friend davide and taking minor walks visiting smaller 

towns with myrthe's mother and her companion"

15069: "a month of clean air spent up in the mountains with some bad air breat 

only driving down to do grocery and from the neighbour using old caterpillars to 

build a parking behind our house and then breathing the very good air fro up high 

the top of high mountains before breathing a lot of bad air picking agust at the 

airport  and  then  taking  him  and  the  other  contrada's  kids  to  the  gardaland 

amusement park"

04069: "feeling happy with my kid around me and the nice sun although sleeping to 

little and quite disliking visiting my parents in my too touristic native highland 

and then being happy about the possibility to maybe acquiring some terrains near 

the mountain shelter with all the nice festivities there to at last feeling sad 

having to depart from my kid and drive back to the netherlands feeling confused 

about where to start building my cathedral"

18077: "a month fully spent in the alps experiencing quite light summer wind on the 

tops of various mountains explored with myrthe and really only feeling strong wind 

during an occasional storm and with the rain hitting us while crossing over the 

pasubio mountain"

12100: "a month with news read regularly online recording several casualties due to 

natural catastrophes but also a large explosion in china killing many and quite a 

few deaths with accidents and clashes but above all an increasing amount of 

migrant dying during their crossing via land and sea to europe"

01140: "in the mountains to begin with doing a lot of hiking with the newly 

bought sticks but also some driving to take august from the airport and keeping up 

the life there looking after the vegetable garden and feeling a bit overwhelmed 

with domestic work as soon as myrthe left resuming as well my technical work 

waking up early to update my project and then doing a whole day of driving to the 

netherlands and there having not so much to do but cooking and writing but also 

trying to do other small things like welding a loose piece in myrthe's bike"

02133: "finally taking it easy with traveling and only staying in my mountain 

shelter relaxing and dreaming at last beside the last period getting little sleep 

while with august due to a barn for sale nearby which really tempted me and 

eventually goign more into sleeping while in the netherlands despite having the 

television affecting me there and particularly the new of many immigrants reaching 

the heart of europe"

05031: "walking to begin with with august and taking it easy going on small hikes 

around the summano mountain and then to the nearby enna mountain avoiding a big



hike in recoaro due to a small injury he had on his arm and then coming to the 

netherlands and doing relatively little movement feeling quite unhealthy about 

being captivated in utrcht beside small walks in maastricht and a larger one alone 

in amsterdam"

13101: "films shot while looking for a land to purchase  and filming many a 

mountain  landscapes  while  hiking  with  myrthe  also  for  several  day  in  a  row 

exploring further territories in the trentino area but also spending quite some 

time going back to places we already being like the small towns at the feet of the 

alps where we took her parents as well as venice"


